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Skyrim companions quest bug

So I have just returned with Farkas to Jorravaskr after my trial and get the first part of the magazine of wuuthrad. But it asks to talk to the heads of Jorravaskr for work, none of them offer work.. Anyone know a setstage command so I can promote the quest? Thanks hi scottmack, try to take a look here for info on the main Companion's quests, proven bugs, and setstage console
code fixes: ' , if your stuck at the end of the 'Proving Honor' quest, the mentioned fast journeys to the stables and walking through whiterun gates can fix things. (also fyi, if you use console command 'set timescale to ##' it can destroy quests). I'm on a 2nd Skyrim playthru because certain Companion quests (all finished) were intercepted/stuck, hoping you haven't completed the
'Find The Helm in Winterhold' quest yet, or cleared the Gallows Rock/Driftshade Refuge, these could potentially break the Companion quest progression further. Anyway, this may be what you're looking for: Proving_Honor Notes: On the PC, it is possible to use the console to proceed through the quest by entering the setstage C01 stage, where the stage is the number of the
stage you want to complete. It is not possible to un-complete (i.e. go back) quest stages, but it is possible to clear all stages of the quest using resetquest C01. --- Quest Stages: Proving Honor (C01) Stage Finishes Quest Journal Entry 10 The Companions leaders say they have no more work for me, but that I should talk to Sjor about the next steps. (Goals are assigned): Talk to
The Scotsman 20 The companions have given me one last challenge before induction me. I need to retrieve a fragment of Wuuthrad, Blade of Ysgramor, from &lt;Alias=Dungeon&gt;while &lt;Alias=Observer&gt;judges my bravery. (Target assigned): Number &lt;Alias=Observer&gt;to 30 (Target is assigned): Download fragment 40 (Target is assigned): Back to Jorrvaskr 110
(Target assigned): Follow Vilka's 200 Finishes quest I have successfully retrieved a fragment of Wuuthrad, Blade of Ysgramor, to earn my place in Companions. --- happy hunting.. Edited by xlcr, 22 February 2012 - 3:52 PM Hi! You obviously seem to know what you're talking about, maybe you can help me. I started the Silver Hand quest by talking to Skjor, but he simply freezes
in place and won't get to the underforge entrance. What I tried: 1) removed all my mates (I use UFO btw) 2) quickly traveled to stables went into Whiterun 3) checked if I can Lydia follow me after starting the search (in case the follower thingy was broken); worked very well Is there a console command or fix for me to start this search? Its the one who lets you become a werewolf!!!
For now I will simply leave this quest alone.... damn shame! I have a problem with the part of the search line where you are struggling with&lt;/Alias=Observer&gt; &lt;/Alias=Dungeon&gt; &lt;/Alias=Dungeon&gt; I could use sword and shield and he still complains about me using magic, even though I have no magic equipped just a steel sword and an iron shield, my game is
modded then is there any mods that hurt the companion quest line like this? fights bug.. you probably have getsnowy or wet and cold.. or other mod that adds a cape spell effect this will help Thanks Goremuffin that mod quite firm companion quest line no problem: 3 happy to help Edited by goremuffin, 10 November 2014 - 10:31. So after I fight Vilkas and deliver her sword I have
to give Aela her shield, but I gave it to her, but the dialogue to give it to her keeps popping up when I ever try to talk to her or Farkas it says they are busy. is there anything I could do to fix it since I can't continue the business quest line? Any help would be appreciated So after I fight Vilkas and deliver her sword I have to give Aela her shield, but I gave it to her, but the dialogue to
give it to her keeps popping up when I ever try to talk to her or Farkas it says they are busy. is there anything I could do to fix it since I can't continue the business quest line? Any help would be appreciated I downloaded the fragment of Wuuthrad and is now supposed to return to Jorrvaskr, but the quest is dimmed and moved down to the finished quests section! So I can't move
on! I need to talk to Farkas, but he and everyone else Companion keeps saying that I already have a job to do! I tried to wait, but Farkas isn't coming out! Halp! »Man May 28, 2012 03:56 Hello, Yesterday I ran into a bug that prevents me from advancing in the Companions quest line. Aela gave me a goal to kill the Lieutenant of the Silver Hand at Valtheim Towers. The hunt is
called 'Striking Heart' (ID: CR09). When I arrive at the towers, the place is empty. The quest marker points to the floor and there is no one to kill. I've tried manually to complete the quest in the console, but it wouldn't allow me to continue the rest of the search chain as Aela told me I still had a job running for her. I've also tried the no-clip to see if he could be under the floor, but
he's nowhere to be seen. I have googled the search and there are several other people with the same problem but no solution or solution. Let me know if there is a work around and if not ... Look into the hunt. I'm really bummed out that I can't progress with Companions.Thanks! Tyrel Posts: 3304Joined: Tue Oct 30, 2007 04:52 »Man 28 May 2012 9:24 Try to wait 30 in-game
days. This should completely reset the cell containing the leader, and hopefully spawn him. Cool Man Sam Post: 3392Joined: Tor May 10, 2007 1:19 » Man 28 May 2012 03:50 Try to 30 in game days. This should completely reset the cell containing the leader, and hopefully spawn him. Thanks, will try when I get Is there a way to wait 30 days right away? Or should I do this in
intervals of 24 hours? Maybe a console command? Thanks! Czar Kahchi Post: 3306Joined: Man Jul 30, 2007 11:56 » Man May 28, 2012 10:54 Unfortunately it didn't work. I slept 32 x 24 hours (manually, it was boring!) just to be sure... but the Valtheim towers are still completely absent in any kind of life. Guess I just have to wait and hope for a correction from Bethesda yessenia
hermosillo Post: 3545Joined: Sat Aug 18, 2007 1:31 » Man May 28, 2012 11:50 Not sure if allowed, but bump before going to sleep! Tina Tupou Post: 3487Joined: Fri Mar 09, 2007 04:37 » Mon May 28, 2012 08:33 Are you sure it was at Valtheim Towers? Isn't Valtheim Towers the bridge over the river on the road between Whiterun and Windhelm? I did the Companions story
bow a few days ago and I don't remember any of the quests being placed there? OK, I just checked uesp, and apparently the location is randomized from one playthrough to another, so I think it's entirely possible that for you, the game chose Valtheim Towers. I wonder, had you already cleared it before the comrades search, and so that's why it's empty? Usually there are generic
bandits there. I even got a bounty quest on one of my chars to kill the bandit leader there. Hey, I have an idea - maybe you have another quest, like a miscellaneous bounty like I did, still unfinished in your diary? Maybe you've got such a bounty, but never went back to the quest giver NPC to claim bounty? Maybe you need to cope with that other quest related to this location before
it can respawn? As for waiting 30 in the game days for the location to reset, is it actually necessary? I've noticed before, sometimes that I can clear a place, then go back as a day or two later (I discovered this when I returned to a fort, I had cleared just the previous day to collect some more loot I couldn't carry the first time), and sometimes the location has already reset. Felix
Walde Post: 3333Joined: Sat Jun 02, 2007 04:50 » Man May 28, 2012 04:25 I think you may be on something ... very good point. I have lots of quests open, some finished and some running. I remember having a search for the place that made me clear it out in the first place. Will try tomorrow! Thank you for the proposal. Sebrina Johnstone Post: 3456Joined: Sat Jun 24, 2006
12:58 »Man 28 May 2012 04:59 Are you sure it was at Valtheim Towers? Isn't Valtheim Towers the bridge over the river on the road between Whiterun and Windhelm? I did the Companions story bow a few days ago and I don't remember any of the quests being placed there? OK, I just checked uesp, and apparently the location is randomized from one playthrough to another, so I
think it's entirely possible that for you, the game chose Valtheim Towers. I on, you had already cleared it before search, and so that's why it's empty? Usually there are generic bandits there. I even got a bounty quest on one of my chars to kill the bandit leader there. Hey, I have an idea - maybe you have another quest, like a miscellaneous bounty like I did, still unfinished in your
diary? Maybe you've got such a bounty, but never went back to the quest giver NPC to claim bounty? Maybe you need to cope with that other quest related to this location before it can respawn? As for waiting 30 in the game days for the location to reset, is it actually necessary? I've noticed before, sometimes that I can clear a place, then go back as a day or two later (I discovered
this when I returned to a fort, I had cleared just the previous day to collect some more loot I couldn't carry the first time), and sometimes the location has already reset. Okay, I checked my questlog. No search related to valtheim towers in there My quest line is still bugged, Bethesda! Consider this for the next patch! Dragonz Dancer Post: 3441Joined: Sat Jun 24, 2006 11:01 »Man
May 28, 2012 1:38 Well, one last suggestion - a kind of deperate hope, but maybe the Silverhand leader is actually alive, in the area nearby Valtheim Towers somewhere? Maybe he's down in the river, or on the rocks nearby or something? Maybe not, but might be worth doing some exploring to see if he's in the area somewhere and you just hadn't found him because he wasn't
really where he should have been. Eileen Collinson Post: 3208Joined: Tor Dec 28, 2006 02:42 » Man 28 May 2012 10:03 There has to be a console command you can use to settake XXXX STAGE # to move it to the finished stage? How about: setstage CR09 20 Natalie J Webster Post: 3488Joined: Tir Jul 25, 2006 1:35pm » Man May 28, 2012 3:45 Well, one last suggestion - a
kind of deperate hope, but maybe the Silverhand leader is actually alive, in the nearby Valtheim Towers area somewhere? Maybe he's down in the river, or on the rocks nearby or something? Maybe not, but might be worth doing some exploring to see if he's in the area somewhere and you just hadn't found him because he wasn't really where he should have been. I tried to look
near the towers... no dice. Thanks for the suggestion though.. much appreciated that you think along Kevan Olson Posts: 3402Joined: Tir Oct 16, 2007 1:09 » Man May 28, 2012 6:55 There has to be a console command you can use to settage XXXX STAGE# to move it to the completed stage? How about: setstage CR09 20Awesome! This worked! Thank you very much,
Moloiriel, too. Chris Ellis Post: 3447Joined: Tor Jul 26, 2007 10:00 » Man 28 May 2012 10:20 Youre welcome. I've had to do this with a few quests. For pretty much all quests, uesp has every stage ##listed. If you are stuck in this way, Use this setstage command to move the search forward. Darren Chandler Chandler Posts: 3361Joined: Man Jun 25, 2007 9:03am » Man 28 May
2012 3:30 Unfortunately I have run into the same problem but mine is on Treva's Watch. When I took the quest, it didn't give me a quest marker on my map, so I had to look for Treva's Watch on my map to travel to it. Treva's Watch currently indicates the status of Cleared, and no amount of setstage CR09 has corrected anything. Again, in my particular situation the quest target
was not defined prior to examining Treva's Watch. Is there a secondary console command that can bring the NPC in question to my location so I can kill him and complete this quest? Portions Post: 3499Joined: Tor Jun 14, 2007 1:47am 'Tir May 29, 2012 12:20 am unfortunately I ran into the same problem but mine is on Treva's Watch.When I took the search, it didn't give me a
search marker on my map so I had to look for Treva's Watch on my map to travel to it. Treva's Watch currently indicates the status of Cleared, and no amount of setstage CR09 has corrected anything. Again, in my particular situation the quest target was not defined prior to examining Treva's Watch. Is there a secondary console command that can bring the NPC in question to my
location so I can kill him and complete this quest?svcks! A bump for you. hope someone can think of a solution. I can't currently Phil Walsh Posts: 3317Joined: Wed May 16, 2007 08:46 » Man May 28, 2012 6:46 settage cr09 20 worked for me. It set the quest location as Redoran's Retreat with the same question on the quest marker pointing to the ground. Thank you, MassRelay!
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